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Re: CBL International Ltd (the “Company”)
Amendment No. 5 to Registration Statement on Form F-1
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File No. 333-267077
 
Dear SEC Officers:
 

We hereby provide a response to the comments issued in a letter dated November 14, 2022 (the “Staff’s Letter”) regarding the Amendment No. 5
to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form F-1 (the “Registration Statement”). Contemporaneously, we are filing the revised Registration Statement
via Edgar (the “Amended F-1”).
 

In order to facilitate the review by the Commission’s staff (the “Staff”) of the Amended F-1, we have responded to the comments set forth in the
Staff’s Letter on a point-by-point basis. The numbered paragraphs set forth below respond to the Staff’s comments and correspond to the numbered
paragraph in the Staff’s Letter.
 
Risk Factors, page 17
 
1. We note recent instances of extreme stock price run-ups followed by rapid price declines and stock price volatility seemingly unrelated to

company performance following a number of recent initial public offerings, particularly among companies with relatively smaller public
floats. Revise to include a separate risk factor addressing the potential for rapid and substantial price volatility and any known factors
particular to your offering that may add to this risk and discuss the risks to investors when investing in stock where the price is changing
rapidly. Clearly state that such volatility, including any stock-run up, may be unrelated to your actual or expected operating performance
and financial condition or prospects, making it difficult for prospective investors to assess the rapidly changing value of your stock.
 
Response: We respectfully advise the Staff that we have revised page 37 of the Amended F-1.
 
Please reach Lawrence Venick, the Company’s outside counsel at +852.5600.0188 if you would like additional information with respect to any of

the foregoing. Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
/s/ Teck Lim CHIA   
CBL International Limited   
Chief Executive Officer   
Encl.   

 
 


